
9 Geography concepts
and skills
9.1  Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

9.1.1 What is Geography?
The world around us is made up of a large range of interesting places, people, cultures and environments. 
Geography is a way of exploring, analysing and understanding this world of ours — especially its people and 
places. Studying Geography at school allows you to build up your knowledge and understanding of our planet, 
at different scales: the local area, our nation, our region and our world. In essence, geographers investigate the 
characteristics of places and the relationships between people and places.

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic  (ewbk-4285)

FIGURE 1  Geography helps you explore and understand the amazing world we live in. 
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9.2  Concepts in Geography

9.2.1 Geography concepts: SPICESS
Geographical concepts help you to make sense of your world. You can use these topics to both investigate 
and understand the world you live in. You can also use them to try to imagine a different world. The concepts 
help you to think geographically. The seven major concepts are space, place, interconnection, change, 
environment, sustainability and scale. You will use the seven concepts to investigate two aspects: water as a 
resource, and place and liveability.

9.2.2 What is space?
Everything has a location on the space that is the surface of the Earth, and studying the effects of location, the 
distribution of things across this space, and how the space is organised and managed by people, helps us to 
understand why the world is like it is.

9.2.3 What is place?
The world is made up of places, so to understand our world we need to understand its places by studying their 
variety, how they influence our lives and how we create and change them.

You often have mental images and perceptions of places — your city, suburb, town or neighbourhood — and 
these may be very different from someone else’s perceptions of the same places.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to:

 • identify the seven geography concepts using the acronym SPICESS
 • explain each of the geography concepts
 • apply the geography concepts.

Interconnection Environment Scale

Place Change Sustainability

Space

C E S SIPS

FIGURE 1  A way to remember these seven concepts is to think of the term SPICESS.

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Space

Explore more with

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Place

Explore more with
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FIGURE 3  The amount of rain that falls in Australia varies from place to place, as this rainfall map shows.
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FIGURE 2  Australian annual rainfall variability
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FIGURE 4  Mount Tom Price township and mine in Western Australia, with fly in, fly out (FIFO) 
worker huts in the left foreground
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allows evaporation to occur.
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FIGURE 5  The water cycle shows many interconnections.

9.2.4 What is interconnection?
People and things are connected to other people and things in their own and other places, and understanding 
these connections helps us to understand how and why places are changing.

An event in one location can lead to change in a place some distance away.

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Interconnection

Explore more with
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9.2.5 What is change?
The concept of change is about using time to better understand a place, an environment, a spatial pattern or a 
geographical problem.

The concept of change involves both time and space — change can take place over a period of time, or over an 
area. The time period for change can be very short (for example, the impact of a flash flood) or over thousands 
or millions of years (for example, the development of fossil fuel resources).

You will learn, practise and master a range of essential practical skills as you study Geography. The 
SkillBuilder subtopics found throughout this title will tell you about the skill, show you the skill and let you 
apply the skill to the topics covered.

Environmental change can occur over short or long periods of time. The use of technology can result in rapid 
change — think of the explosions at a mining site that reveal mineral seams.

The degree of change occurring can be used to predict, or plan for, actual or preferred futures.

9.2.6 What is environment?
People live in and depend on the environment, so it has an important influence on our lives.

The environment, defined as the physical and biological world around us, supports and enriches human 
and other life by providing raw materials and food, absorbing and recycling wastes, and being a source of 
enjoyment and inspiration to people.

(a) 1971 (b) 2019

FIGURE 6  Port Douglas, 60 km north of Cairns, was a busy port in the 1870s, with a population over 10 000. 
The mining that had attracted people to this hot, wet area, however, did not last. By the 1960s, the population 
was only 100. In the 1980s, road and air access to the town improved and tourist numbers to the area grew. 
The permanent population is now about 3500. During the peak holiday season (May to November), this number 
increases by four times.

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Environment

Explore more with

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Change

Explore more with
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FIGURE 7  Pacific Islanders use traditional methods to fish sustainably.

A clearing is made by
cutting and burning
vegetation. This is
known as ‘slash

and burn’.

After three to four years
the nutrients in the soil
have been used up and
the crops don’t grow as

successfully. 

The clearing is abandoned as
farmers move to a new area.

As a result the clearing
gradually returns to its

natural state.

Crops are planted
and grow well. 

FIGURE 8  The process of shifting cultivation means that farmers move on when an 
area becomes unproductive, allowing the land to recover.
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9.2.7 What is sustainability?
Sustainability is about maintaining the capacity of the environment to support our lives and those of other 
living creatures.

Sustainability considers the interconnection between the human and natural world and who gets which 
resources and where, in relation to conservation of these resources and prevention of environmental damage.

9.2.8 What is scale?
When we examine geographical questions at different spatial levels, we are using the concept of scale to find 
more complete answers.

Scale can be applied from personal and local levels to regional, national or global levels. Looking at things at a 
range of scales allows a deeper understanding of geographical issues.

Different factors can be involved in explaining phenomena at different scales. Local events can have global 
outcomes; for example, removing areas of forest at a local scale can have an impact on climate at a global 
scale. A policy at a national scale, such as forest protection, can have an impact at a local scale, such as the 
protection of an endangered species.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9  Mental map of Jayden’s local place (a) by Jayden and (b) by Annette, Jayden’s mother

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Sustainability

Explore more with

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Scale

Explore more with
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Source: Spatial Vision
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FIGURE 10  Railway route and main settlements between Sydney and Perth

9.3  Skills used in Geography

9.3.1 Geography is … about our wonderful world
Have you ever visited a place other than the one you 
live in? If so, you probably noticed that some of the 
features and characteristics are similar and some 
are different. Geographers aim to understand these 
characteristics as well as the relationship between 
people and the different environments around us.

As a geographer, you answer questions ranging 
from the local to the global, in the past, present 
and future. Along the way, you will develop skills 
and inquiry methods to answer these questions for 
yourself.

9.3.2 Geography is … something 
you do
One of the best parts of studying Geography is the 
opportunity to visit places outside the classroom. 
Going on a field trip allows you to collect data and information for yourself and to work collaboratively with 
other members of your class.

Geographers use what is called an ‘inquiry’ approach. This means that you will investigate geographical 
questions by collecting, analysing, and interpreting information and data in order to develop your own 

FIGURE 1  Using maps to work out locations and to 
plot data

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to:
 • write a class definition of Geography
 • explain what geographers do
 • identify different types of maps and their purpose.
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understanding and draw your own conclusions. This helps you develop proposals for what should happen and 
what action should be taken in the future.

Studying Geography develops a wide range of skills that you can apply in your everyday life, in your future 
life and possibly in your career!

9.3.3 Geography is … a way of thinking
Geography is a way of thinking and a way of looking at the world. One of the key tools geographers use is a 
map. If you look really carefully at them, maps (such as the ones shown in FIGURES 4 and 5) contain a lot of 
information. As a student, you will often use a variety of different types of maps produced by someone else (for 
example, from this textbook, atlases and online). However, as a geographer, you will produce your own maps 
and spatial information, by hand or digitally. Using and interpreting maps are important skills you will develop. 
It is also important to identify major patterns and trends in maps in order to unlock information they contain.

As a geographer, you will use a set of geographical concepts to help you not only think geographically but also 
investigate and understand the world. These concepts are space, place, interconnection, change, environment, 
sustainability and scale.

As a geographer, you should also ask yourself: ‘What can I do and contribute as an informed and responsible 
citizen to make this world a better place?’

9.3.4 Skills used in studying Geography
You will learn, practise and master a range of essential practical skills as you study Geography. The 
SkillBuilder subtopics found throughout this title will tell you about the skill, show you the skill and let you 
apply the skill to the topics covered.

The SkillBuilders you’ll use at Year 7 level are as follows.
 • Constructing a pie graph
 • How to read a map
 • Reading a weather map (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Creating a simple column or bar graph
 • Using topographic maps
 • Using alphanumeric grid references
 • Drawing a climate graph (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Creating and analysing overlay maps (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Annotating a photograph (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Drawing a line graph

FIGURE 2  Conducting a survey in the 
field

FIGURE 3  Collecting your own data and information
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FIGURE 4  Maps: a key tool for the geographer
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FIGURE 5  Topographic maps are very useful for geographers because they provide a large amount of detail 
about places and environments.
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 • Interpreting diagrams (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Cardinal points and wind roses (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Creating a concept diagram (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Interpreting topological maps (SkillBuilder available online)
 • Understanding satellite images

9.4  SkillBuilder: Constructing a pie graph

9.4.1 Tell me

What is a pie graph?
A pie graph, or pie chart, is a graph in which slices or segments represent the size of different parts that make 
up the whole. The circle of 360 degrees represents the total, or 100 per cent of whatever is being examined. 
The size of the segments is easily seen. Presenting the parts in order, from largest to smallest, makes it easier 
to interpret.

A pie graph can be drawn by hand or by using a spreadsheet program.

How are pie graphs useful?
Pie graphs give us an overall impression of data. They are useful for comparing proportions of categories. 
However, if more than eight segments are needed, the graph becomes difficult to read and it is better to use a 
bar graph. Unlike line graphs, pie graphs are not useful for showing a trend over time.

A good pie graph:
 • has a clear and accurate title that explains the purpose of the graph
 • has segments that are either labelled directly or indicated by means of a colour key
 • includes percentages or raw figures
 • has segments drawn clockwise from largest to smallest, starting at 12 o’clock with the largest and 

finishing at 12 o’clock with the smallest, unless there is a segment for ‘other’, which is always last
 • includes the source of the data.

9.4.2 Show me

How to complete a pie graph

You will need:
 • paper
 • a pencil
 • a protractor
 • a ruler
 • coloured pencils
 • a data set — in this case, energy generated from renewables in New Zealand (see TABLE 1).

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to construct a pie graph. Creating graphs is part of the questioning and 
researching HASS skill.
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Model

Procedure
Step 1

Order the statistics from largest to smallest. If there is an ‘other’ category, put it last.

Step 2

If you have not been given percentages, you will need to calculate them. Add all of the categories together to 
give you your total figure. Divide each individual category by the total figure and then multiply by 100. This 
will give you a percentage.

Step 3

Convert the percentage to degrees of a circle by multiplying by 3.6. (100 per cent of the circle = 360 degrees, 
so 1 per cent of the circle = 3.6 degrees.)

Step 4

Draw a straight line from the centre of the circle to 12 o’clock.

TABLE 1 Percentage of electricity generated from 
renewables in New Zealand by energy source (2010)

Renewable energy Percentage (%)

Hydro 28

Bioenergy and solar 20

Wind  2

Geothermal 50

Note: In 2019, 84% of all electricity generated in New Zealand 
came from renewable resources.

Source: New Zealand Energy Data File 2012

TABLE 2  Converting percentages to degrees in circle

Renewable energy Percentage (%) Degrees in circle (percentage × 3.6)

Hydro 28 100.8

Bioenergy and solar 20 72

Wind 2 7.2

Geothermal 50 180

Wind

6%

Solar

Hydro

Bioenergy

35.4%

32.9%

25.7%

FIGURE 1  Percentage of electricity generated from 
renewables in Australia by energy source (2019)

Source: Based on Clean Energy Australia Report 2020. 
Clean Energy Council (2020). Retrieved from https://assets.
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/documents/resources/reports/clean-
energy-australia/clean-energy-australia-report-2020.pdf [Online 
Resource]
Note: 24% of total energy consumption in Australia is from 
renewable sources.
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Step 5

Use the protractor to mark the first and largest 
segment, working clockwise. To do this, place 
the 0 degrees line on the protractor along the 
line you have just drawn. Now mark in the 
second largest group. Use the protractor to mark 
each of the other segments in descending size, 
marking the ‘other’ category last (if needed).

Step 6

Label and colour each segment, making sure 
you include the percentage label.

Step 7

Provide a clear title and source.

9.4.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

Geothermal

2%

Hydro

Bioenergy and solar

Wind

50%

28%

20%

FIGURE 2  Percentage of electricity generated from 
renewables in New Zealand by energy source (2010)

 Source: New Zealand Energy Data File 2012

Resources

Video eLesson Constructing a pie graph (eles-1632)

Interactivity Constructing a pie graph (int-3128)

9.4 ACTIVITIES

 1. Use the data in TABLE 3 to create a pie graph. Use the checklist provided to ensure you cover all aspects of 
the task.

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching

 2. Once you have created your pie graph, apply the skills you have developed in this SkillBuilder to answer the 
following questions.

 a. What is the most common source when producing electricity?
 b. Are renewables or non-renewables the main source of electricity?
 c. Name a renewable that is part of the ‘other’ category.

TABLE 3  Source of electricity worldwide, 2017

Source of electricity Percentage (%)

Coal 38

Oil  3

Natural gas 23

Nuclear 10

Hydro 16

Other  9

Source: Based on IEA data from the IEA (2017). World gross electricity production, by source, 2017. https://www.iea.org/
data-and-statistics/charts/world-gross-electricity-production-by-source-2017. All rights reserved.
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9.5  SkillBuilder: How to read a map

9.5.1 Tell me

What are maps and why are they useful?
Maps represent parts of the world as if you 
were looking down from above. The mapmaker, 
or cartographer, simplifies the plan view from 
a vertical aerial photograph or satellite image. 
Cartographers use colours and symbols on the map 
to show how features such as roads, rivers and 
towns are organised spatially. Six features should 
be included on all maps. To help us remember 
these, we use the acronym BOLTSS (see FIGURE 1). 
Maps are useful to show features so that we have 
a deeper understanding of places. When travelling, 
maps are essential to navigate unfamiliar places.

Understanding map legends
When you look at a map, you no doubt immediately notice the various colours and symbols used on the map. 
The legend, or key, lists and explains these. The legend is usually found next to or in a corner of the map, or it 
may be located in a special reference section.

Cartographers overcome the difficult task of showing all features of an area on a map by using symbols and 
colour to show point symbols (for example, a church), line symbols (a road) and area symbols (a forest). Many 
maps use the same symbols to help the reader instantly recognise features; for example, blue lines to represent 
rivers. These conventional symbols are usually drawn to look like the objects they represent. The many 
symbols used in atlases and other maps are small. It is important that you keep symbols small when making 
your own maps.

 d. In Iceland, 70 per cent of all electricity is produced from hydro power and 30 per cent is produced from 
geothermal power. Is this similar to or different from the world trend?

 e. Research the sources of energy production for another country. Compare your results to Australia and 
Iceland. Geography concept: Environment

Checklist

I have:
 • provided a clear title and source
 • plotted the data accurately and labelled each segment
 • included the percentages
 • shown largest to smallest clockwise from 12 o’clock, with ‘other’ last.

BOLTSS

 B Border — a box around the map to clearly show its extent
O Orientation — a compass direction
  L Legend — a key to what the symbols and colours on the 

map stand for
 T Title — a clear indication of what the map is about or its 

theme
 S Scale — indicates distances on the map compared with 

the actual area being shown
 S Source — where possible, the information used to make 

the map should be sourced

FIGURE 1  Essential map features

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to read a map. Interpreting maps is part of the questioning and researching 
HASS skill.
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Maps often show features that can be seen from an aeroplane but they also show features that are not visible 
from the air.

As mentioned, a good map has BOLTSS:
 • Border — to show the boundaries of the map
 • Orientation — to show direction on the map
 • Legend — to explain the symbols and colours used
 • Title — to describe what the map is
 • Scale — to indicate distances on the map
 • Source — to explain the source of the information for the map

Importantly, the map must also be accurate and neat.

9.5.2 Show me

How to read a map

You will need:
 • a map of the region being considered (see FIGURE 3).

Grid reference Orientation

Source

Source: Russell Tate / Getty Images Australia
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FIGURE 2  A section of the Perth CBD
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Procedure
Step 1

Identify and carefully read the title of the map because it will provide you with an understanding of the 
information you can expect to see on the map. Sometimes the title tells you the date of the information that 
has been mapped. The map shown in FIGURE 3 has a title that tells us it is a map of Australia showing major 
vegetation types. The colours in the key help us to understand the distribution of vegetation.

Step 2

Next, examine the key. We notice that closed forest is found in about half the area of Tasmania, small linear 
coastal tracts along parts of the east coast of mainland Australia and in the Otway region of Victoria. We could 
make a similar detailed description of open forest. Looking at the pattern of forests overall, we conclude that 
only a small area of Australia is forested — less than 10 per cent.

0 500 km1000

Closed forest

Open forest

Woodland

Shrubland

Scrub and heath

Herbland

Major vegetation types in Australia

Source: Map taken from http://www.anbg.gov.au/aust-veg/veg-map.html. Reproduced with permission from 
Sydney University Press

FIGURE 3  Major vegetation types in Australia
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9.5.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

Resources

Video eLesson How to read a map (eles-1634)

Interactivity How to read a map (int-3130)

9.5 ACTIVITY

Apply your skills to answer the following questions. Use the checklist provided to ensure you have covered all 
aspects of the task.

 a. Refer to FIGURE 4. Describe the map of Australia’s average annual rainfall.
 i. What is the average annual rainfall of Cairns?
 ii. What is the average annual rainfall of Australia’s state capital cities?
 iii. Describe the area of Australia that receives less than 200 mm of annual rainfall.
 iv. Describe the distribution of the wettest areas in Australia.

Darwin

Brisbane

Sydney

Melbourne

Hobart

Canberra
Adelaide

Perth

Tully

Kati Thanda–
Lake Eyre

Over 2400

1200 to 1600

Average annual rainfall (mm)
Key

200 to 400

2000 to 2400

1600 to 2000

800 to 1200

400 to 800

Under 200
0 250 500 km

Source: Bureau of Meteorology

FIGURE 4  Average annual rainfall
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9.7  SkillBuilder: Creating a simple column or  
bar graph

9.7.1 Tell me

What are column or bar graphs?
Column graphs show information or data in vertical columns. In a bar graph, the data is shown in bars that 
are drawn horizontally. Column and bar graphs can be drawn by hand, or constructed using a computer 
spreadsheet.

 b. Compare FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4.
 i. What types of vegetation are found in the area of Australia that receives less than 200 mm of annual rainfall?
 ii. What is the relationship between high annual rainfall and closed forest? 

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
 Geography concept: Interconnection

Checklist

I have:
 • understood the title
 • examined all of the parts of the map: key, source, scale, and any annotations and accompanying text
 • considered the map as a whole.

9.6  SkillBuilder: Reading a weather map
What are weather maps?

Weather maps, or synoptic charts, show weather conditions 
over a larger area at any given time. They appear every day 
in newspapers and on television news. Being able to read 
a weather map is a useful skill because weather affects our 
everyday life.

Go online to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography 

(Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill 

(Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill  

(Let me do it).

Brisbane

Darwin

Perth

Hobart

Adelaide

Melbourne

Sydney
Canberra

Townsville

1028
1028

1012

1016

99
6

992

1012

10081012
10161020

1020

1016

988
992

9961000
1004

1012

1016

1020

1024

1024

HIGHHIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

LOW

Cold front advancing from west to east — towards
southern Australia. Note how the isobars behind it 
are close together, indicating strong winds.

Shading indicates
rain fell in the
previous 24 hours.

High pressure 
system. Note 
how the isobar is 
joining points with 
an atmospheric 
pressure of 1016 
(higher than 1013 
average).

Greater distance between
isobars indicates wind is 
weaker in these regions. 

The main in�uences on
Melbourne’s weather
are the low pressure
system south of it, the
high pressure system
to the north-west, and
the cold fronts to the
west and east.

Warm front
advancing from
west to east
behind the cold
front. Note the
lower atmospheric
readings on the
isobars.

Low pressure
system. Note
how the isobar is
joining points with
an atmospheric
pressure of 992
(lower than the
1013 average).

The cold front that 
has just passed 
over Melbourne 
has brought 
unsettled, rainy 
weather behind 
it. More rainy 
weather is likely 
for Melbourne 
when the cold 
front coming 
towards it from the 
west gets closer.

1020

Warm front

Cold front

MELBOURNE

NOON

9 OCTOBER 1992

Rainfall in previous 24 hours

Isobar (value in hectopascal)

Trough

0 500 1000 km

 Typical weather map

Resources

Video eLesson Reading a weather map (eles-1637)

Interactivity How to read a weather map (int-3133)

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to create a simple column or bar graph. Creating a graph is part of the 
questioning and researching HASS skill.
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How are column graphs useful?
Column graphs are useful for comparing quantities. They can help us understand and visualise data, see 
patterns and gain information. For example, we can use them to help understand rainfall patterns in different 
months (see FIGURE 1).

A good column graph has:
 • ruled axes
 • labelled axes
 • a space between each column
 • a title
 • the source of information.

9.7.2 Show me

How to complete a column graph
You will need:

 • a table of data (see TABLE 1)

 • graph paper
 • a pencil
 • a ruler.
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FIGURE 1  Rainfall at Darwin Airport

Source: © Bureau of Meteorology
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Model

Procedure
Step 1

Examine the data. Decide on the scale to use for your vertical axis. For this example, the vertical axis should 
start at zero and increase at intervals to suit the data. Because the highest rainfall for any month for Cardwell 
is 465.9 mm, intervals of 50 would be suitable. For this exercise, you could use 1 cm to represent 50 mm of 
rainfall. Draw your vertical axis according to the scale you have devised.
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Mean rainfall at Darwin Airport, Northern Territory
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January February March April May August September OctoberJune July DecemberNovember

Source: Bureau of Meteorology

Labelled axes 

Ruled axes 

Includes a title 

A space between each column 

Includes the source of information

FIGURE 2  A labelled column graph

TABLE 1  Mean monthly rainfall (mm) for the years 1871 to 2016, Cardwell, Queensland

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

438.5 465.9 400 208.6 94.7 47 32.4 29.2 38.5 54.4 115.2 193.5

Source: © Bureau of Meteorology
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Step 2

Decide on the width and spacing of the columns and draw your horizontal axis to fit. Ensure that each column 
is the same width.

Step 3

For each column, mark the meeting point of the two pieces of information with a dot, and then use your ruler 
to neatly complete the column. Shade it in using colour.

Step 4

Label the vertical and horizontal axes and give the graph a title. Include a key if necessary.

Step 5

Provide the source beneath your graph, to enable the reader to locate the source data if they wish.
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FIGURE 3  Mean monthly rainfall for the years 1871 to 2016, Cardwell, Queensland

Source: © Bureau of Meteorology

Resources

Video eLesson Constructing a simple column or bar graph (eles-1639)

Interactivity Creating a simple column or bar graph (int-3135)
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9.7.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

9.8  SkillBuilder: Using topographic maps

9.8.1 Tell me

What are topographic maps?
Topographic maps are more than just contour maps showing the height and shape of the land. They also show 
features of the natural environment, such as forests and lakes, and features of human environments, such as 
roads and settlements (places where a community of people live).

9.7 ACTIVITIES

 1. Using the data in TABLE 2, construct your own graph of average monthly rainfall for Innisfail, Queensland.

 HASS skills: Questioning and researching

 2. Once you have constructed your graph, apply the skills you have learned in this SkillBuilder to answer the 
following questions.

 a. Which month has the most rainfall?
 b. Which month is the driest?
 c. Imagine you are a filmmaker, planning to film on location in Innisfail for three months. Because rain would 

cause problems for your filming schedule, which months would be best for your requirements? 
  HASS skills: Evaluating

Checklist

I have:
 • ruled axes
 • labelled axes
 • a space between each column
 • included a title
 • included the source of information.

TABLE 2  Mean rainfall (mm) for the years 1881 to 2016, Innisfail, Queensland

Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov. Dec.

507.3 590.1 662.2 456.3 302.2 189 137.6 116.9 86.1 87.7 157.9 262.6

Source: © Bureau of Meteorology

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to use a topographic map. Using a topographic map is part of the questioning 
and researching HASS skill.
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Why are topographic maps useful?
All topographic maps use similar symbols to show the main features in the landscape. These conventional 
symbols make it easy for map readers to quickly identify the features shown in the legend, or key. Topographic 
maps are useful for a range of purposes, from bushwalkers wanting to gain an understanding of the landscape 
in which they plan to walk, to town planners and engineers needing to construct infrastructure such as roads 
and bridges.

FIGURE 1  This is an aerial photograph of Mount Gambier, South Australia, an area with many extinct 
volcanoes. Lakes have formed in the craters of several volcanoes, and the most famous of these 
is Blue Lake. We can see many features in the photo, but a topographic map can give us more 
information, especially about the shape of the landscape — its topography.
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9.8.2 Show me

How topographic maps help us to locate places on a map
You will need:

 • a topographic map (see FIGURE 3).

Many observations can accurately be made from a topographic map. FIGURE 3 is a topographic map extract 
of Mount Gambier. Blue Lake is a distinctive feature on this map, and it is surrounded by a steep slope. 
The built-up area, or township, is situated north of Blue Lake. A railway line passes through the town and 
the station is close to the civic centre and post office. The main town extends approximately four kilometres 
east–west and four kilometres north–south. The local golf club can be found in the north-east of town. These 
observations are made by using the legend, north arrow and scale.

Area and grid references

A one-kilometre-square grid is overprinted on a topographic map. These grid lines are numbered with two-
digit numbers in the map’s margins. Lines that run up and down the map (north–south) are called eastings. The 
numbers increase as you move to the east. Lines 
that run horizontally across the map (east–west) are 
called northings. The numbers increase as you move 
north. In a grid reference, the eastings are given 
first, and then the northings.

Four-figure grid references tell you the grid square 
in which to find a feature. The letters AR are placed 
in front of a four-figure reference to show the area 
reference. For example, AR8513 contains the town 
of Kymbalee (see FIGURE 2).

Six-figure grid references pinpoint an exact point 
in the grid square. The third and sixth figures 
represent one-tenth of the distance between the 
two grid numbers. These divisions are not written 
on the map, so they must be estimated. The letters 
GR are used in front of a six-figure grid reference. 
No spaces are used between the digits in four- or 
six-figure references; for example, Kymbalee’s grid 
reference is GR854132.
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FIGURE 2  Working out a six-figure grid reference

Resources

Digital document Topographic map extract — Mt Gambier (doc-17951)

Video eLesson Using topographic maps (eles-1641)

Interactivity Using topographic maps (int-3137)

Google Earth Mount Gambier
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Built-up area; Parks, recreation areas. ................................................................

Road, sealed surface, two or more lanes; National route marker. ........................

Road, sealed surface, one lane. ..........................................................................

Road, unsealed surface, two or more lanes; Bridge. ............................................

Road, unsealed surface, one lane; Gate; Cattle grid. ............................................

Vehicular track....................................................................................................

Railway, mulitple track; Station; Siding................................................................

Railway, single tract, Cuttting; Embankment. ......................................................

Building; Post of�ce; Police station; School. .......................................................

Hospital; Church; Mine; Windmill. . ......................................................................

Fence; Guerry. ....................................................................................................

Power transmission line; Levee or bank. . ...........................................................

Survey beacon; spot elevation.............................................................................

Lake perennial; Watercourse...............................................................................

Lake, intermittent; Land subject to inundation.....................................................

Dam or waterhole on watercourse; Tank or small dam. .......................................

Contours; Depression contours. ..........................................................................

Cliff; Escarpment or low cliff. ..............................................................................

Pine plantation; Orchard or low cliff. ...................................................................

Windmark. ..........................................................................................................

Trees and scrub, scattered..................................................................................

Trees and scrub, medium, dense.........................................................................

SCALE 1:50 000
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Source: Government of South Australia, Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources.

FIGURE 3  This topographic map extract of Mount Gambier can be used to determine the location, direction and distance 
of physical and human features in the area shown on the map.
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9.8.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

9.8. ACTIVITY

Answer these questions using the FIGURE 1 aerial photograph and FIGURE 3 topographic map extract of Mount 
Gambier. Use the checklist provided to ensure you have covered all aspects of the task.

 a. Examine FIGURE 1. From which direction was this photograph of the crater lakes taken?
 b. Examine FIGURE 3. Look at the contour lines to the south of Blue Lake. Is the land flat or steep? How can  

you tell?
 c. Sketch the special symbols used in the legend showing that the crater lakes:
 i. form a depression
 ii. have steep sides.
 d. Give the main features found at the following area references.
 i. AR8010
 ii. AR8013
 e. Give area references for the following features.
 i. Valley Lake
 ii. The trotting track
 f. Find the following features.
 i. GR858087
 ii. GR816077
 iii. GR807128
 iv. GR812123
 g. From the topographic map extract of Mount Gambier, give six-figure grid references for features that show 

the following.
 i. Mount Gambier has a large timber industry.
 ii. Mount Gambier is a popular tourist resort.
 iii. Mount Gambier has many sporting facilities.
 iv. Mount Gambier is the centre of a farming region.
 h. Approximately how wide is Blue Lake at its widest point? HASS skills: Analysing

Checklist

I have:
 • identified north, south, east and west using the north point
 • used the key to identify features
 • used grid references to describe the location of a specific feature
 • used the scale to calculate distances
 • interpreted topography by considering how close together the contour lines are.
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9.9  SkillBuilder: Using alphanumeric grid references

9.9.1 Tell me

What are alphanumeric grid references?
Alphanumeric grid references are a combination of letters and numbers that help us locate specific positions 
on a map. They are linked to the lines that form a grid over certain kinds of maps. The letters and numbers 
are placed alongside the gridlines, just outside the map. The grid, letters and numbers allow you to pinpoint 
a place or feature by stating its alphanumeric grid reference. For example, in FIGURE 1, the Queen Victoria 
Market is located at grid reference B1; Federation Square is located at F4 and the Rialto Tower is located  
at B4.

Why are alphanumeric grid references useful?
If it weren’t for grid references, finding places in detailed books of maps such as street directories and atlases 
would be very time consuming. Grid references allow the user to quickly locate the information they want 
among the hundreds of other features shown on a map. They also allow people to communicate with one 
another about location when they are using the same map.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to use an alphanumeric grid reference. Using an alphanumeric grid reference is 
part of the analysing HASS skill.

Source: Russell Tate / Getty Images Australia
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FIGURE 1  A section of the Melbourne CBD
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9.9.2 Show me

How to use alphanumeric grid references
You will need:

 • a map that has alphanumeric grid references (see FIGURE 3)
 • a pen and notebook.

Model

Procedure
Step 1

We will demonstrate this skill using the photo in FIGURE 2. In this aerial photograph of elephants in Botswana, 
we want to locate the veterinarian, Jessica, who is at point X.

Step 2

Place your finger in the grid square that contains the X. By running your finger up the column of squares, you 
can see that Jessica is in column D. Write this down in your notebook.

Step 3

Now run you finger across the row of squares and you can see that she is in row 4. Write this down to the right 
of the letter D in your notebook. This gives us the grid reference for Jessica’s location: D4. Now write the 
name of the feature (in this case, Veterinarian: Jessica) beside the grid reference.

C D EBA

1

5

6

2

3

4 X

FIGURE 2  Aerial photo of elephants in Botswana
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FIGURE 3    Canberra and its suburbs  
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9.9.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

9.10  SkillBuilder: Drawing a climate graph

Resources

Video eLesson Using alphanumeric grid references (eles-1642)

Interactivity Using alphanumeric grid references (int-3138)

9.9 ACTIVITIES

 1. Using FIGURE 3, give grid references for the following features.
 a. Canberra airport
 b. Queanbeyan
 c. Mt Ainslie  Geography concept: Place
 2. The Prime Minister is hosting a group of leaders from the Asia–Pacific region. As part of their trip, the leaders 

will be visiting some of the local attractions in and around Canberra. Use the Canberra map in FIGURE 3 and 
the following grid references to report on the places of interest that the group visited.

 a. Before lunch, the group went to E7, E13 and F11.
 b. They had lunch at F9.
 c. After lunch, they visited G9 and H8 before making their way to A7.
 d. That night they had dinner at D8. HASS skills: Analysing

Checklist

I have:
 • run up or down the column of squares first and then run across the row of squares to identify the grid 

references
 • written the letter of the alphabet before the numeral for each reference
 • double-checked my answers.

What are climate graphs?

Climate graphs, or climographs, are graphs that show climate 
data for a particular place over a 12-month period. They 
combine a column graph and a line graph. The line graph shows 
average monthly temperature, and the column graph shows 
average monthly precipitation (rainfall).

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography 

(Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill 

(Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let 

me do it).
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9.11  SkillBuilder: Creating and analysing overlay 
maps

9.12  SkillBuilder: Annotating a photograph

Resources

Video eLesson Drawing a climate graph (eles-1644)

Interactivity Drawing a climate graph (int-3140)

What are overlay maps?

An overlay map usually consists of two or more maps of the same area. 
A base map is overlaid with a transparent overlay, showing different 
information. Overlay maps allow users to see the relationships between 
the information on two or more maps.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography (Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let me do it).

Resources

Video eLesson Creating and analysing overlay maps (eles-1645)

Interactivity Creating and analysing overlay maps (int-3141)

What are annotated photographs?

Photographs are used to show aspects of a place. Annotations are added 
to photographs to draw the reader’s attention to what can be seen and 
deduced.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography (Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let me do it).

Resources

Video eLesson Annotating a photograph (eles-1633)

Interactivity Annotating a photograph (int-3129)

Sandy bank

River

Riparian vegetation

Water pump input

Power line

Snag
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9.13  SkillBuilder: Drawing a line graph

9.13.1 Tell me

What is a line graph?
A line graph displays information as a series of points on a graph that are joined to form a line. A line graph 
can be drawn by hand or by using a spreadsheet program such as Excel.

How are line graphs useful?
Line graphs are very useful to show change over time. They can show a single set of data, or they can show 
multiple sets based on a common theme, such as water use in the Murray–Darling Basin compared to water 
use in South Australia (see FIGURE 1). This enables us to compare similarities and differences between two sets 
of data at a glance.

A good line graph has:
 • been drawn in pencil
 • an appropriate scale to show the data clearly
 • labelled axes
 • used small dots joined by a line to make a smooth curve
 • a legend, if necessary
 • a clear and accurate title that explains the purpose of the graph
 • the source of the data.

9.13.2 Show me

How to complete a line graph
You will need:

 • data (see TABLE 1)
 • graph paper
 • a pencil
 • a ruler.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to draw a line graph. Drawing a line graph is part of the questioning and 
research HASS skill.

TABLE 1  Use of rainwater tanks by household, 2001–2010

Year Use of rainwater tanks by household (%)

2001 16

2004 17

2007 19

2010 26

Source: © Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Model

Procedure
Step 1

Select the data you wish to compare or interpret (see TABLE 1).

Draw a horizontal and vertical axis using a ruler.

Evenly space and then label the years along the horizontal axis. Look carefully at your range of data and 
work out appropriate increments for the vertical axis, and then evenly space and label this information on the 
axis. Start at zero where the axes join. For the TABLE 1 data, an increment of 5 percentage points would be 
appropriate.

FIGURE 2  Use of rainwater tanks by household, 2001–2010
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FIGURE 1  Water use in the Murray–Darling Basin and in South Australia
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Step 2

Label the x and y axes. In this case, the x-axis would be labelled ‘Year’, and the y-axis would be labelled 
‘Percentage’.

Plot the statistics. Draw a dot at the point where the year on the horizontal axis meets the relevant position on 
the vertical axis. Once you have plotted all the statistics, join the dots. This can be done freehand or using a 
ruler.

Step 3

Add a title and a source to the graph.

9.13.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

Resources

Video eLesson Drawing a line graph (eles-1635)

Interactivity Drawing a line graph (int-3131)

9.13 ACTIVITIES

 1. Use the data in TABLE 2 to create a line graph. Use the checklist provided to ensure you cover all aspects of 
the task.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching

 2. Based on what you have learned in this SkillBuilder and referring to your graph, apply your skills to answer 
the following questions.

 a. In which year was water consumption lowest?
 b. Describe the pattern shown by the graph.
 c. What reasons might explain the changes from 2001 to 2009?
 d. When water restrictions were lifted in 2011, predict what happened to water consumption.
 e. If the government made every household adopt water saving measures in 2022, what might happen to water 

consumption?
 f. Find statistics for water consumption for your area and compare these to another area.
 g. Explain how useful the graph was in helping you understand the changes that occurred to water consumption 

in South Australia compared to reading a table of figures.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching

TABLE 2  Daily residential water consumption for South 
Australia

Year Daily residential water consumption (litres)

2001 539

2002 502

2003 532

2004 460

2005 465

2006 440

2007 413

2008 410

2009 395

Source: SA Water, Annual Reports
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9.14  SkillBuilder: Interpreting diagrams

9.15  SkillBuilder: Cardinal points — wind roses

Checklist

I have:
 • labelled the axes
 • provided a clear title and source
 • plotted the data accurately
 • joined the points with a smooth line.

What are diagrams?

A diagram is a graphic representation of something. In Geography, 
it is often a simple way of showing the arrangement of elements in a 
landscape and the relationships between those elements. Diagrams 
also have annotations: labels that explain aspects of the illustration.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography (Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill  

(Let me do it).

Resources

Video eLesson Interpreting diagrams (eles-1636)

Interactivity Interpreting diagrams (int-3132)

What are wind roses?

A wind rose is a diagram that shows the main wind features of a 
place; in particular, wind direction, speed and frequency. Wind 
directions can be divided into 8 or 16 compass directions.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in Geography  

(Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the skill  

(Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill  

(Let me do it).
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Resources

Video eLesson Cardinal points: wind rose (eles-1638)

Interactivity Cardinal points: wind rose (int-3134)
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9.16  SkillBuilder: Creating a concept diagram

9.17  SkillBuilder: Interpreting topological maps

What is a concept diagram?

A concept diagram, sometimes mistakenly called a 
concept map, is a graphical tool that shows links between 
ideas, or concepts. Concept diagrams organise links into 
different levels. Concept diagrams enable you to organise 
your ideas and communicate them to others.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in 

Geography (Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the 

skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill 

(Let me do it).

Resources

Video eLesson Creating a concept diagram (eles-1640)

Interactivity Creating a concept diagram (int-3136)

What are topological maps?

Topological maps are very simple maps, with only the 
most vital information included. These maps generally 
use pictures to identify places, are not drawn to scale and 
give no sense of distance. However, everything is correct 
in its interconnection to other points.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an overview of the skill and its application in 

Geography (Tell me)
 • a video and a step-by-step process to explain the 

skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill 

(Let me do it).

Resources

Video eLesson Interpreting topological maps (eles-1736)

Interactivity Interpreting topological maps (int-3354)
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9.18  SkillBuilder: Understanding satellite images

9.18.1 Tell me

What are satellite images?
Satellite images show parts of our planet from space. They are taken from satellites and transmitted to stations 
on Earth. Satellites can collect a variety of data, including standard photographic imagery, colour infrared and 
radar data. They can show Earth in close-up or from far away. Special computer techniques allow data from 
satellites to be used to highlight patterns on the Earth’s surface.

The most common type of satellite image comes from Landsat satellites. They are positioned 700 kilometres 
above the ground, orbiting the Earth every 100 minutes, and they use special cameras to detect variations in the 
light reflected from features on Earth. The process of detecting and recording the reflection of light is known as 
remote sensing.

Different features can be highlighted in satellite images by selecting only certain bands of light reflected from 
Earth. These bands of light are assigned false colours to help reveal spatial patterns more clearly. In FIGURE 1, 
showing the Mt Lofty Ranges in South Australia, the labels point out the patterns.

Why are satellite images useful?
Satellite images help geographers observe a much larger area of the Earth’s surface than photographs taken 
from an aircraft. They can also provide data relatively quickly, so they are often used to monitor natural 
disasters, including cyclone activity, bushfires and floods. Digital information from satellites is beamed to 
stations on Earth as radar or microwave signals. Computers are then used to enhance the images, which enable 
the study of landforms, farmland, disasters, environmental change, weather patterns and even military targets.

9.18.2 Show me

How to interpret a satellite image

You will need:
 • a satellite image (see FIGURE 2).

Procedure
When you look at images taken from above, including satellite images, it can be confusing but your ability to 
interpret what you see will improve with practice. The following steps will help you to systematically gather 
the most information possible from images.

Step 1

Read the title and check for the date indicating when the image was taken. Read any accompanying 
information.

Step 2

Identify the main features of the image. What stands out? For example, roads will appear as continuous 
lines intersected by other lines. Rivers tend to be snake-like, and sometimes you may notice trees lining the 
riverbanks. Dwellings usually have rectangular roofs and are often clustered together.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to understand a satellite map. Understanding a satellite map is part of the 
analysing HASS skill.
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The FIGURE 2 image of Canberra is centred on Parliament House, although its prominent central flag mast 
(visible at ground level) does not stand out. There appear to be wide circular roads and, if you can zoom in, 
cars are visible.

Step 3

Look for and label the biophysical features. For example, the black area is Lake Burley Griffin. Green 
vegetation in a city might be planted or it might be remnant vegetation. Look at the patterns of green to make 
predictions. Remnant (or remaining) vegetation will often be in an irregular pattern, whereas planted vegetation 
may be in rows.

Step 4

Look for and label the built features, such as roads, bridges, sports stadiums and residential housing. Again, 
look at patterns. Areas of small roofs with road access and surrounding vegetation suggest detached residential 
housing.
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FIGURE 1  A false-colour satellite image of the Mt Lofty Ranges

Source: © Commonwealth of Australia. Geoscience Australia 1982.
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Step 5

Some colours, patterns and shapes may still be puzzling. Obtain a map of the same area — try an atlas or 
street directory, Google Maps, Bing or Nearmap. Find names of key features to use in your description. If the 
features you have identified are shown on the map, check whether your analysis so far matches the map. Use 
the map to investigate the aspects that are still puzzling. Be aware that the image may have been taken at a 
different date from the date the map was produced; this might explain other differences in what you see.

FIGURE 2  Satellite image of Canberra, by GeoEye, 26 September 2011

Source: © 2016 Digital Globe

Resources

Video eLesson Understanding satellite images (eles-1643)

Interactivity Understanding satellite images (int-3139)
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9.18.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

9.18 ACTIVITY

If you have ever holidayed on the Gold Coast, you may have visited the Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. As seen 
in FIGURE 3, Currumbin generally has more natural vegetation than much of the Gold Coast, partly because it 
is more difficult to build on the steep hills there, and partly because the forests are valued as wildlife habitat. 
Currumbin is a popular surf beach and holiday destination.

Study FIGURE 3 and answer the following questions. Use the checklist provided to ensure you have covered all 
aspects of the task.

 a. Look carefully at the satellite image and make a list of features you can recognise.
 b. Find the bridge that crosses Currumbin Creek. Are any cars on the bridge?
 c. What impact have visitors had on the plant life behind the beach?
 d. Go to Google Maps and zoom in to Currumbin Beach, Queensland, to find a map of the area shown in 

FIGURE 3. Turn the satellite layer on. What changes can you see?
 e. Suggest how the biophysical features and topography have influenced the settlement pattern in this area. 

 Geography concept: Change

Checklist

I have:
 • checked the title
 • identified biophysical and built features
 • compared the satellite image with another map to check my interpretation.

FIGURE 3  Satellite image of Currumbin on Australia’s Gold Coast,  
8 May 2000

Source: Satellite image courtesy of GeoEye. Copyright 2009. All rights 
reserved
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 9.19  Review
9.19.1 Key knowledge summary

9.2 Concepts in Geography
 • The acronym SPICESS helps you remember the seven geographical concepts:
 • space
 • place
 • interconnection
 • change
 • environment
 • sustainability
 • scale.

9.3 Skills in Geography
 • Geography is a way of exploring, analysing and understanding this world of ours, especially its people 

and places.
 • Geographers use what is called an ‘inquiry’ approach. This means that you will investigate questions by 

collecting, analysing, and interpreting information and data in order to develop your own understanding 
and draw your own conclusions.

 • Geography is a way of thinking and a way of looking at the world. One of the key tools geographers use 
is a map.

 • Maps contain a lot of information about people and places. As a geographer, you will produce your own 
maps and spatial information, by hand or digitally.

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-4285)
Reflection (ewbk-4323)
Student learning matrix (ewbk-4280)

Interactivity Geography concepts and skills crossword (int-7698)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY  Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for Topic 9 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

9.2 Concepts in Geography

My World Atlas

 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Space
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Place
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > 

Interconnection
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Change
 • Developing Australian Curriculum  concepts > 

Environment
 • Developing Australian Curriculum  concepts > 

Sustainability
 • Developing Australian Curriculum concepts > Scale

9.4 SkillBuilder: Constructing a pie graph

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Constructing a pie graph (ewbk-4193)

Video eLesson
 • Constructing a pie graph (eles-1632)

Interactivity
 • Constructing a pie graph (int-3128)

9.5 SkillBuilder: How to read a map

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: How to read a map (ewbk-4238)

Video eLesson
 • How to read a map (eles-1634)

Interactivity
 • How to read a map (int-3130)

9.6 SkillBuilder: Reading a weather map

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Reading a weather map (ewbk-4239)

Video eLesson
 • Reading a weather map (eles-1637)

Interactivity
 • How to read a weather map (int-3133)

9.7 SkillBuilder: Creating a simple column 
or bar graph

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Creating a simple column or bar graph 

(ewbk-4240)
Video eLesson
 • Constructing a simple column or bar graph  

(eles-1639)

Interactivity
 • Creating a simple column or bar graph (int-3135)

9.8 SkillBuilder: Using topographic maps

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Using topographic maps (ewbk-4241)

Digital document
 • Topographic map extract — Mt Gambier (doc-17951)

Video eLesson
 • Using topographic maps (eles-1641)

Interactivity
 • Using topographic maps (int-3137)

Google Earth
 • Mount Gambier

9.9 SkillBuilder: Using alphanumeric grid 
references

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Using alphanumeric grid references 

(ewbk-4242)
Video eLesson
 • Using alphanumeric grid references (eles-1642)

Interactivity
 • Using alphanumeric grid references (int-3138)

9.10 Skillbuilder: Drawing a climate graph

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Drawing a climate graph (ewbk-4243)

Video eLesson
 • Drawing a climate graph (eles-1644)

Interactivity
 • Drawing a climate graph (int-3140)

9.11 SkillBuilder: Creating and analysing 
overlay maps

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Creating and analysing overlay maps 

(ewbk-4244)
Video eLesson
 • Creating and analysing overlay maps (eles-1645)

Interactivity
 • Creating and analysing overlay maps (int-3141)
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9.12 SkillBuilder: Annotating a photograph

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Annotating a photograph (ewbk-4245)

Video eLesson
 • Annotating a photograph (eles-1633)

Interactivity
 • Annotating a photograph (int-3129)

9.13 SkillBuilder: Drawing a line graph

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Drawing a line graph (ewbk-4246)

Video eLesson
 • Drawing a line graph (eles-1635)

Interactivity
 • Drawing a line graph (int-3131)

9.14 SkillBuilder: Interpreting diagrams

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Interpreting diagrams (ewbk-4247)

Video eLesson
 • Interpreting diagrams (eles-1636)

Interactivity
 • Interpreting diagrams (int-3132)

9.15 SkillBuilder: Cardinal points and  
wind roses

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Cardinal points and wind roses (ewbk-4248)

Video eLesson
 • Cardinal points: wind rose (eles-1638)

Interactivity
 • Cardinal points: wind rose (int-3134)

9.16 SkillBuilder: Creating a concept 
diagram

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Creating a concept diagram (ewbk-4249)

Video eLesson
 • Creating a concept diagram (eles-1640)

Interactivity
 • Creating a concept diagram (int-3136)

9.17 SkillBuilder: Interpreting topological 
maps

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Interpreting topological maps (ewbk-4250)

Video eLesson
 • Interpreting topological maps (eles-1736)

Interactivity
 • Interpreting topological maps (int-3354)

9.18 SkillBuilder: Understanding  
satellite images

eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder: Understanding satellite images (ewbk-4251)

Video eLesson
 • Understanding satellite images (eles-1643)

Interactivity
 • Understanding satellite images (int-3139)

9.19 Review

eWorkbook
 • Reflection (ewbk-4323)
 • Student learning matrix (ewbk-4280)

Interactivity
 • Geography concepts and skills crossword (int-7698)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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